
Day 6: Email deliverability

12-Day Road to BFCM 
Challenge



What is deliverability?

Email deliverability is the process of 
successfully landing your emails in 

your customers’ inboxes.

Unwanted Emails = Spam = Bad Deliverability



Get a Snapshot of Your Deliverability

Good Deliverability

25% or more open rates

Less than 0.4% bounce rates

Less than 0.05% spam 
rates
Emails appear in your 
customers’ inboxes

Bad Deliverability

Less than 10% open rates

1.5% or more bounce rates

0.15% or more spam rates

Emails keep landing in 
spam



Factors that affect
deliverability
There are a lot of factors that can 
affect your deliverability, such as:

Email list quality

Email content

Domain reputation

Recipient engagement

IP addresses

Subject lines



The Golden Rules of 
Deliverability



Rule 1: Engage, engage, engage

The fundamental to good 
deliverability is content.

Engaging Content

Send content that your subscribers 
are interested in

Focus on the value your subscribers 
will get out of your emails

Focus on the recipients who are 
more likely to engage with your 
emails (ex. those who have opened or clicked 
on your emails in the past 30 days)

Engaged Subscribers

Narrow your focus on people who 
opened or clicked on your emails

Lock-on on people who want to 
hear from you

Quality of subscribers over quantity 
of subscribers



Rule 2: Please the ESPs
Use transactional-sounding or 
question style subject lines to boost 
your open rates

Re: About your order

[Order Confirmation]

Use Dynamic Events in the Subject 
Line for a more personalized 
approach

Get {{event.Name}} before 
they’re gone

Keep links and images in your 
emails down to 1-3 per email

Keep your email size small

About 102kb for easier loading

Make sure all images in your emails 
have alternate text

Compress images to aid 
loading speed

Go for text-based emails



See you tomorrow!



Your Q4’s Email & SMS 
marketing covered.

Custom Email Copy, Content & 
Creatives

Performance Reporting

Custom Holiday Sales Strategy

8 Custom Emails/month

4 SMS Campaigns/month

Custom Lead Capture Pop-up



Schedule a Complimentary 
Strategy Session

chronos.agency/application

OR

Email us at 
sales@chronos.agency




